
Stella Fantasy is… 

 

Stella Fantasy is a high-quality Web3 ARPG built on Binance Smart Chain. The players can 

conquer Abyss Rifts, gather resources, craft gear, and battle in an Anime-inspired world. And the 

game offers intriguing features where players can trade their characters and weapons on the 

Marketplace or use them to tackle more challenging content, earning better rewards in return. In 

order to maintain the game's ecosystem and governance, Stella Fantasy Token (SFTY) has been 

issued and this token plays a crucial role in awakening and crafting NFTs and purchasing high-

grade items. 

What Makes Stella Fantasy Different 

Stella Fantasy was created so that you could experience state-of-the-art battles with a 4-person 

party, enjoy high-quality graphics of beautiful characters, as well as smooth mechanics created 

with Unreal Engine 4. 

1. 3D character modeling that best resembles anime illustration visuals 

 Stella Fantasy provides 3D character modelings that show almost exact resemblance to 

their original anime illustrations’ visuals, which will not disappoint users. 

2. Character shaders that make the In-Game Character feel real 

 Stella Fantasy delivers a true sense of ‘playing an anime’ through advanced shader 

technologies. Users can see shadows of the characters around the environment as they 

move, making it feel more realistic within the in-game world. 



3. Character Action shows Individuality 

 Each character is unique as they have their own combat style, weapon, and skills that they 

use in battle. 

 Characters are given non-fungible value as they all have different animation frames 

respectively, allowing them to have their own motions, performances, and weapons. 

4. Stella Fantasy’s Unique Action Experience 

 Engage in a non-target combat with a party of 4 on-field characters against many 

enemies. 

 Users control up to 4 characters in real time. avoiding monster attacks and competing for 

extreme play, similar to a console game 

5. Multi-playable Content 

 Achieve higher ranks when facing powerful invaders from the Abyss. Rewards vary based 

on your rank. Challenge the Abyss Invader, in which Users will compete for a higher rank 

and more rewards. 

 Visit the Stellaverse, a place where Users are free to chat, play minigames, and interact 

with each other 

Pursuing collaborative growth with players through NFTs of in-game features  

Players will begin with 3 characters and their own Frontier Town. As they expand their town, 

players can earn Manarings, the in-game currency. By using Manarings to clear “Abyss Rift” 

stages, Boss Raid content, and other missions and battles, players can obtain SFTY Tokens and 

other items. Players can strengthen items/gear that players received or use SFTY tokens in Stella 

Fantasy’s own marketplace to obtain new characters or engage in activities such as staking to 

increase the value of their assets. 

Play Stella Fantasy NOW‼  

🎮Game Start: www.stellafantasy.io 

For More Information: 

STELLA FANTASY WEBSITE https://www.stellafantasy.io/ 

TWITTER https://twitter.com/rStellaFantasy 

DISCORD https://discord.gg/stellafantasy 

WHITEPAPER https://ring-games.gitbook.io/stella-fantasy/ 
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YOUTUBE https://www.youtube.com/@Stella_Fantasy 

Medium: https://medium.com/@stella_fantasy 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/stella__fantasy/ 

Tiktok: https://www.tiktok.com/@stellafantasy_ 
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